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June 4 and 5, 1966 
Baccalaureate Mass 
ST. JAMES CATHEDRAL 
Saturday, June 4, 1966 - 10:00 A.M. 
	
PRESIDING 	Mosr RiWEBEND THOMAS A. CooxLY, D.D., J.C.D. 
Archbi3hop of Seattle 
CELEBRANT OF THE MASS 	Bim JOSEPH A. MAcVmE, S.J. 
OFFiCERS OF THE MASS 	BEvEID Louis GMY, S.J. 
REVEBEND JOSEPH E. PEmu, S.J. 
BACCALAUREATE ADDRESS 	VEBY BEvEBEND Jom J. KELLEY, S.J. 
Provincial of the Oregon Province, Society of Jesus 
MASS 	In Honor of ST. CECILIA, written by Ciu. A. Pri-zEB 
Seattle University Chorale 
CAIu A. Pi-i, Conducting 
Ci1icE Zn, OrganLsrt 
Senior Brunch 
GRAND BALLROOM, OLYMPIC HOTEL 
Saturday, June 4, 1966 - 12:80 P.M. 
Reception and Social 
CAMPION TOWER, SEATTLE UNIVERSITY 
Saturday, June 4, 1966 - 8:00-10:00 P.M. 
To Honor 
THE GRADUATING CLASS OF 1966 
Commencement 
SEAT1'LE CENTER ARENA 
Sunday, June 5, 1966-3:00 P.M. 
PROGRAM 
PROCESSiONAL 	LT. COL. ROBERT K. Linncc (Ret.) 
REVEREND LAWRENCE V. DoNomm, S.J., M.Ed. 
Academic Marshals 
INVOCATION 
HONORARY DEGREE CITATIONS 
RECIPIENTS OF HONORARY DEGREES 
ADDRESS TO GRADUATES 
SEATTLE UNIVERSITY CHORALE 
THE R.O.T.C. COLOR GUARD 
REVEREND EDMUND W. MORTON, S.J., Ph.D. 
Academic Vice-President 
REvnND Louis A. SAUVASN, S.J., S.T.B. 
University Chaplain 
VERY REVEREND Jomc A. FirrERER, S.J., MA., S.T.L. 
President of Seattle University 
Hm-my BRODERICK 
President, Henry Broderick, inc. 
Km M. HARDEN  
President, Triad Corporation 
VERY REvEREND Joimr J. KELLEY, S.J. 
Provincial of the Oregon Province, Society of Jesus 
HONORABLE WARREN G. MAGNUSON 
United States Senator 
HoNoiLE WARREN G. MAGNUSON 
United States Senator 
Ciu. A. Pri-zER, Directing 
The Creation, Willy Richter 
Hallelujah Chorus from 'The Messiah," 
George F. Handel 
PRESENTATION OF COLORS 
COMMENCEMENT CONVOCATiON 
PRESENTATION OF DEGREES 	MOST BEVERENI) THOMAS A. Cowou.y, D.D., J.C.D. 
Archbishop of Seattle 
Conferring of Bachelors' Degrees 
Conferring of Masters' Degrees 
CHARGE TO GRADUATES 
PRESENTATION OF COMMiSSIONS 
PRESENTATiON OF AWARDS 
RECESSIONAL 
VERY Rnsr.m JoHN A. Fri-rERER, S.J., M.A., S.T.L. 
President of Seattle University 
COLONEL ROBERT A. MAIThE, B.S. 
Commanding Officer, R.O.T.C. 
President's Cup 
Bishop Shaughnessy Medal 
Professor Emeritus 
Doctor of Laws 
Honoris Causa 
At this convocation for the Commencement Exercises of 1966, the faculty of Seattle Univer-
sity and its administrative officers, together with the members of the graduating class, their 
parents, families and friends, join in academic tribute to four eminently notable leaders whose 
varied and significant achievements have enriched the time and society in which we live. 
Seattle University is proud on this occasion to confer the degree of Doctor of Laws, honoris 
causa, upon the following distinguished citizens: 
HENRY BRODERICK, LL. D. 
Upon one of Seattle's first citizens and elder statesmen, who is an honored member of the 
University family. A legendary figure in his own lifetime, his career spans the years of trans-
formation of the City of Seattle from a frontier outpost on Puget Sound to a metropolitan expanse 
of steel and stone. A man in the mold of Yesler, Denny and Mercer, he has left his stamp on our 
city and has helped form its unique character. 
As an original member of its Board of Regents, he has had a close and enduring relationship 
with the University and his contributions to its development have been manifold. He is equally 
renowned as a guardian of our Northwest heritage and as an intimate chronicler of its culture 
and history. His writings have become a priceless legacy. 
Upon Henry Broderick, respected business leader, moulder of our community, friend and 
builder of Seattle University. 
KENNETH MELVIN HARDEN, LL.D. 
Upon an outstanding member of our economic society, whose corporate "green thumb" has 
infused new life and vigor into the organizations with which he has been associated. An en-
1 htened economic leader, his efforts and skills for the development of both mass and quality 
weucation through the Encyclopedia Britannica and the Great Books programs have brought these 
primary sources of knowledge within reach of all segments of our society. 
Now engaged in a challenging new enterprise, he has given his corporation a new dynamism 
and made it a major producer of sophisticated instrumentation for our space and defense systems 
and a pioneer in the development and sales of new optical systems and equipment. 
Upon Kenneth Melvin Harden, outstanding economic citizen, stimulator of the search for 
knowledge and new techniques, born in this Puget country, generous friend of Seattle University. 
VERY REV. JOHN JOSEPH KELLEY, S.J., LL. D. 
Upon a priest, notable for direction and command, the current provincial superior of the 
Oregon members of the Society of Jesus, whose fresh and stimulating address at yesterday's 
Baccalaureate Mass has appropriately set the tone of these observances. Appointed to his respon-
sible position for his prudence, wisdom and far-reaching energies, he has under his leadership 
the diverse and significant affairs of all the Jesuits in five Northwestern states and in one of the 
emergent nations of Africa. 
As he has served as an adviser for his Order's reorganizational council in Rome, so no less 
significant have been his prior achievements during the 15 years he served as an administrator 
of this University which does him honor today. His active and intimate contributions to the 
University's emergence as a major educational force are a legacy shared alike by this afternoon's 
graduates and by all who will follow them. 
Upon John Joseph Kelley, exemplary follower of Ignatius, able administrator, shaper of 
Seattle University. 
WARREN GRANT MACN USON, LL. D. 
Upon the esteemed senior senator from our state, whose commanding seniority and dis-
tinguished leadership in the legislative councils of this nation distinctively serve that land, this state 
and our educational enterprise. His perceptive and active interest in the broad sweep of human 
affairs has brought valued legislation in diverse areas ranging from terrestrial commerce to space 
exploration. 
A graduate of this state's major public university, his impartial concern for both public and 
private education has been a vital force in the formation of national educational policy and has 
contributed greatly to the preservation of the traditionally dualistic character of American higher 
education. No less important have been his efforts in the harnessing of science and technology to 
the public good. Among the fruits of his concern are the National Science Foundation, our educa 
tional television system, and the National Cancer Institute. 
Upon Warren Grant Magnuson, lawmaker and statesman, preserver of public and private 
education, protector of the commonweal. 
Baccalaureate Honors 
SUMMA GUM LAUDE 
SusAl.I Dotois DENMAN 
	
ANDREA CuiI. NENZEL 
	
GERALDINE MARGARET SORENSON 
STEPHEN WALTER HAYCOX (SB. MARY ANDREA, C.S.J.) 
	
KIuEN MARcARm TUcKER 
MARY ELIZABETH KURER 
	
MARIE T IERESE SABOUBIN 
	
JoANNE MARIE WAGNER 
(Sn. LUcIEN, F.C.S.P.) Buin.& AGNEs ZACH 
MACNA GUM LAUDE 
ROBERT DAlE ALEXANDER 
CECILIA JANET BAKER 
ROBEETA AIIN BARSOTrI 
MIcHAEl. NoRI1A.N BEERS 
JAMES PAUL BELL 
ANTHONYPAUL BioziNsIa 
JANIZs JOHN BorrANo 
KAREN HAMMERSCHMITH BRYANT 
JOAN MnmRm DELANO 
Jom EDWARD ERBENBERG 
CEORCE EDWARD FIES 
DANIEL FnANcols 
JAMES DONALD FnnZEN 
PAUlA Jo CREENLEAF 
MAUREEN CEUBER 
MARnu ANN HERccocic 
MARY KATHLEEN HIcKEY 
MARILYN LEANNE Hor.srErN 
JoHN Facis Hnun 
MARY LoGAN JoHNsoN 
MARY ANN KAPINOS 
ANNE KATHLEEN Km.x 
RoSEMARY HENNY KIEFNER 
CAROL KNIBBS KIsILER 
JOAN MARr1 LlNscorr 
RosALm CAROL LocAn 
(Sn. ANGELICA, F,C.S.P.) 
JAMES PATRICK McEuo 
MARY PATRICIA McIut4lm 
SItPHEN BIcIIAJU) MORAN 
PAMELA JEAN Mysns 
NANCY ELIZABETH OSBORN 
LINDA DOROTHY PARADIS 
CLYDE VINCENT PETERSON 
RONALD ARTHUR PETERSON 
JAMES E. RAislo 
ELLEN MARIE RYAN 
MARGARET ArNE SHEllEY 
MARSHALL WAYNE SHIER 
WILLIAM RALPH TAYLOR 
MARCm. MARIE WALDEON 
THOMAS ALBERT Warrnc 
RACHEL AcosrA 
(SR. JUANA, F.C.S.P.) 
PATRICK ROBERT ACRES 
MAJUE FRANCOISE AEBY 
(Sn. MAmE FBANCOXSE, R.DEN.) 
ELIZABETH PHILLIPS AlMA 
WILLIAM FIHEmcIc ALMON 
THOMAS E. ANGELoVIc 
CRAIG ANTHONY ARNOLD 
SUsAN MARGARET BINGHAM  
GERAJ.D LA' RENCE Bosr 
KATHERINE ANNE BRAGANZA 
PAUL WILSON CAREY 
MOLLY HULBERT CARNES 
JEAN MARY CARNEY 
LORNA MAJUE COLBURN 
(Sn. MARIE EMRE, F.C.S.P.) 
NANcy ANN Cor 
LYNNE EUZARETH Cvwris 
JoHN MIcHAEL CzAX 
BEVERLY MAR DELONC 
PATRICK MURPHY DoRE 
KrImYN Aim DUBIEY 
MARY ANN Dui1oND 
MARY EUzARErR FEENY 
CUM LAUDE 
PATRICK ALBERT FLEECE 
PATRICIA Rimi FLINCHBAUGH 
KAREN FRANCES GAZABEK 
MARcEu,.t PATRICIA CoMEs 
ANNE MARY GREELY 
LEONARD C. HASELMAN 
JAMES MIcHAEL HASsicER 
JEANNE ELAINE HEINTZMAN 
(SR. JEANINE MARIE, F.C.S.P.) 
MARY MAJIGARET HOBAN 
(Sn. MARY MARTINE, C.S.J.) 
DANmT EARL HOFFA 
JoJIN TEIIRENCE Huzu, 
KATHERiNE LOUISE INGRAHAM 
MARY JEANNE JULLION 
JANET MmR KAUFMANN 
MARGARET MARY EllEN KING 
(Sn. MARY JOSEPRA KING, S.S.A.) 
JOHN ALAN KRAVrrZ 
GERALD JOSEPH LACAVA 
SHERRY Jo LUNDBERG 
STEPHEN ERIC LvNIx2uIsr 
MILDRED EllA LYNCH 
(SR. MARY PETRONILLA, S.S.A.) 
MIcHAEL JAMES MANNING 
EUGENE THOMAS MCGRATH 
MELINDA FRANcES MEAGHER 
DoRonrr ANN O'BnIEN 
MARY ELIZABETH O'BmEN 
CAROL J. O'SHAUGHNESSY 
Cu.iuis MALcoif OWEN 
LAWRENCE WILLIAM OwENs 
DIANE LINSC0Tr PARRY 
MARGARET PATRICIA PASSANISI 
CABROL LYNN PEASE 
JANET MARIE REAGAN 
FRANE JOSEPH REICHMAN 
ShARoN ANN SAIfoTo 
MARK SCHLACHET 
FRANCIS JOSEPH SCHNEIDER 
CHARLES PHII.LIP SHIIA 
SACHIXO SHIMOOKA 
DAVID ALLEN Su.vEnAN 
KATHRYN SUSAN SMITH 
DONALD EDwAIW SovIE 
Krm.YN MARY TAWNEY 
PATRICIA A!IN Tiuusini 
DONALD MICu.L WHITING 
GREGORY PHILIP WILLIAMS 
College of Arts and Sciences 
11Ev. ROBERT I. Bnrn_EY, S.J., Pii.D., Dean 
BACHELOR OF ARTS CLASSiCAL 
THOMAS E. ANGELOVIC 
	
Eu_EN MAuui RYAN 	 JA1s EDGAR FRANcIs XzAvIER WABME 
Gum Laude 
	
Magna Gum Laude 
BACHELOR OF ARTS NON-CLASSICAL 
PATRICK ROBERT Acus 
Cum Laude 
SR. MARIE-FEANCOISE AEBY 
Cum Laude 
Msiy DIA.NE AuocH 
WrLLL4,m FREDERICK ALMON 
Gum Laude 
ALICE JEANNE ARMSTRONG 
Ciic ANTHONY ARNOLD  
Gum Laude 
MICHAEL FREDERICK BARIIE 
Joimr FImiucK BAIscil, HI 
CECILIA JANET BAJun 
Magna Gum Laude 
RIGIIAJW DALE BEE, JR. 
DEWITr THOMAS BARKELL 
ROBERTA ANN BA1sorrI 
Magna Gum Laude 
Juzs PAul. BELL 
Magna Gum Laude 
MAIIj0RIE ANN BERGmT 
JOSEPH JULIAN BERTAGNOLLI 
MARCIA. EIAiNE BIANCHTNI 
SusARr MABGAIIET BINGHAM 
Gum Laude 
JAMES JoUN BorrANo 
Magna Gum Laude 
Jom JOSEPH Boiva.0 
JoHN J. BRADY 
KATHERINE ROBEL BBACANZA 
Gum Laude 
WILLIAM LESTER BEITTON 
BARBARA AUCE BRo0TEN 
CEcILIA CIAnIE BROTHEBTON 
JAY N. BR0wER 
11EyNou) FREDERICK BROWN 
DIANA DRUMWBIGHT BEUNSON 
VERNON E. BRYANT 
CATHERINE GAYNOR BUCK 
ANNA MARIA BUIININCHAM 
LomrrTA MAJuE BuRRows 
DAVID MIcIiEI. BUTLER 
PAUL WILSON CAREY 
Gum Laude 
TEIUIENcE A. CA1IEou 
JOANNE CASEY 
ELLIOTT WAYNE KEEUNI Cwzo 
MIcIlAEI PAUL CHASrEK 
GERALD Fnx CIBA 
PAULA JEAN CLARK 
JANIS CHRISTINE CLEVELAND 
JAMES PATRICK COLLINS 
DAVID ANDREW CORNELIUS 
Cuirns JoHN COYNE 
BARRY MICHAEL Cull_EN 
JAMES MYRON DAVIS 
MICHAEL F. Ds&c 
JOAN MILDRED DELANO 
Magna Gum Laude 
JOSEPH RICHARD DEsmONE 
KATHLEEN MARIE DEVISE 
DUANE ROBIN DIER 
GEMIIA CArlrERiNR DiJu.uo 
KAREN ANN DIsoJELL 
PATRICK MURPHY DoER 
Gum Laude 
KATHRYN ANN DUDLEY 
Gum Laude 
CAROL ANN CENEVA DUESCRER 
ALICE MARIE DUNCAN 
Mx DouGLAS EuuNcIi1 
KAREN AroIrrrE EKERN 
JuDrrIl YvoNNE EKLUND 
MARTIN CHARLES ELi-RICH, JR. 
KmsmN SIECLINDE ErERY 
JAMES EVERY 
RODNEY ALLEN FALOR 
PETER EDIVEBE FERRAI 
Eu1k-JANE FrrrEBER 
RONALD EVANS FoSTER 
DANIEL FRANc0IS 
Magna Gum Laude 
Rox-ANNE SUE Frucx 
THoMAS STINNETTE Fnm.t, JR. 
LYNN THERESA FRIEDHOFF 
LERoY DAVID FULTON 
ARNOLDHENRY GABcI.& 
JOAN E. GARRIsoN 
ANN ROBERTA GIm_EN 
NIcoLAS V. GoNzAJz-ODDONR 
ROBERT MATHEWS Cit& 
CHARLES G. GREEN 
PAULA Jo GIINLEAF 
Magna Gum Laude  
DENNIS LEROY GREGoIIIE 
MAUREEN GRUTBER 
Magna Gum Laude 
CA1uos GuERniio-OuvABEs 
PETER VINcr GUMINA 
MARY THERESE CUNDACKER 
KAnnauNR MARy HALEY 
KABEL ANN HMY 
BENJAMIN GILL HANu 
FREDDA ALBERTA HARDY 
THOMAS MIcI-iAEL HAIiNs 
JAMEs MIclARi HASSLINGER 
Gum Laude 
STEPHEN WALTER HAYCOX 
Sumina Gum Laude 
MARTHA ANN HERccoCK 
Magna Gum Laude 
KEVIN JAMES HENDERSON 
ROBERT BURKE HENDERSON 
ROGER ALAN IIENNAGITN 
GEORGE C. HERION 
MARY KATHLEEN Hiciorr 
Magna Gum Laude 
DOUGLAS LEE HILL 
STEVEN DONALD HILTERBRANr 
ELTzABETH L. HINKLE 
DENNIS STEVEN HonoVANcz 
PAUL MICHIO Homucm 
JoHN TERRENCE Huzu. 
Gum Laude 
BARTHOLOMEW GEORGE IRWIN 
WANDA JACKSON 
GEORGE HANSEN JACOBSON, JR. 
MARThA ANN JAMES 
MARY LOGAN JOHNSON 
Magna Gum Laude 
WAYNE Ni JOHNSON 
ROBERT VAJL JORDAN 
PATRICK WILLIAM JORGENSEN 
M.jw JEANNE JULLION 
Gum Laude 
ANTHONY C. JUNG 
CmuSroPIIEI KANE 
MABYANN KAPINOS 
Magna Gum Laude 
JANEr MAIuE KAUFMANN 
Gum Laude 
WILLIAM THoMAs KAY, JR. 
JAMES MICHAEL KEARNEY 
ANNE KATHLEEN KELLY 
Magma Gum Laude 
ROSEMARY HENNY KIEFNEB 
Magma Gum Laude 
SR. MARY JOSEPHA KING 
Gum Laude 
Micia JAEs Knx 
CAROL KNIBES KIsTEER 
Magma Curn Laude 
MARY KATHLEEN KLOSTEBMAN 
MARY ELIZABETH KUDER 
Summa Gum Laude 
ELAINE YvoNNE LAMAY 
PAUL Aui LANGLOIS 
MICHAEL JOHN LEGGE 
DONALD FREDERICK LEGGE 
SUsAN LESZCZYNSKI 
JOAN MARIE LINSCOrr 
Magma Gum Laude 
MABYANN LYNCH 
SR. MARY PETRONILLA LYNCH 
Gum Laude 
JOAN MAJUE MACDONALD 
PATRICIA ANN MABDoCIC 
ENOCH Vicron MAFFEO 
PAMELA ANN MAHONEY 
SEAN CORBALEY MALONE 
HENRY JOSEPH MANCINI 
MIcHAEL JAMES MANNmc 
Gum Laude 
PHILIPPE Miciiia MABMORAT 
WILLIAM FERDINAND MARn 
MICHAEL Fiw'cis McBRIDE 
GRETCHEN CERHARD MCCARTHY 
NEIL JOSEPH MCCLANE 
ANDREw PrnLrn' McCLuRE 
OrAL JOSEPH MCGowAN 
SUSAN JANE MCMAHON 
VIVIAN AIN MCMILLAN 
MELINDA FRANCES MEACHER 
Gum Laude 
THOMAS ALLEN Mii 
HAmuICrr ANNE MERNER  
STEPHEN WOOD METCALF 
SUZANNE MILTNER 
MARIE ElAINE MOORE 
STEPHEN BRADLIX M0RIUs0N 
Sm LEWIS MORTON 
PAMELA Jw MEERS 
Magma Gum Laude 
JAMEs NA1DEN 
PATRICIA ANN NOONAN 
DONALD RYAN OARS 
THERESA MARY O'DAY 
DENNYLEE ETHEL ODDO 
NANCY ELIZABETH OSBORN 
Magma Gum Laude 
LAWRENCE WILLIAM OwENs 
Gum Laude 
MICHAEL PATRICK PABADIS 
MICHAEL JAMES PARKS 
DIANE LINSCOTI PARRY 
Gum Laude 
MARGARET ANN PARRY 
(SR. M. MARCIANNE, C.S.J.) 
LISA MARYANN PASCROAL 
MARGARET PATRICIA PASsABISI 
Gum Laude 
PATRICIA ANN PECRANEC 
DAVID SPENCER PELTON 
CLYDE VINCENT PETERSON 
Magma Gum Laude 
JUDITH KAY PETERSON 
RONALD ARTHUR PETERSON, Jn. 
Magma Gum Laude 
Jomi MARTIN PINCE 
TERESA PEINSTER 
EiuEN ANNAmARiE Piop 
MICHELE MARGARET QUINN 
WILLIAM HENRY BAMSDEN 
JUDiTH JOSEPHINE BAUNIG 
WILLIAM JAMES REEl) 
JAMES W. RODEEN 
JOYCE D0RETIIA RowE 
THoMAs HUSTON SANDEGREN 
DAUNT BRUNELL SANDERS 
Doms LUCILLE SCHIESSL 
M1uuc ScmkcHET 
Gum Laude 
GORDON LEROY SCRNER 
F. JosEPH SChNEIDER 
Gum Laude 
CHARLES PHILLIP SHEA 
Cum Laude 
GERALD WILLIAM SHEEHAN 
MARGARET ANNE SHELLEY 
Magna Gum Laude  
MARSHAll WAYNE SHIER 
Magma Gum Laude 
CECILY ANTOINETrE SHIPMAN 
ANN MARIE SHUBERT 
EDWARD SILLING 
MARINA AiNE SMITH 
PHrup A. SMITH, III 
GERALDINE MARGARET SosEN 
Summa Gum Laude 
DONALD EDWARD SoVIE 
Gum Laude 
DONALD FRANCIS SPADONI 
NADER M. SPAHI 
DANIEl. EDWARD STARER, JR. 
MARY SUSAN STEVENS 
RICHARD ANTHONY STROPHY 
KATHRYN M. TAWNEY 
Gum Laude 
BmIAN TEMPLETON 
CAROLYN MAJUE TEPUCKY 
DAVID LEWIS THOM 
JOAN PATRICIA TH0MI'soN 
ROBERT E. THORNTON 
PATRICIA ANN TmIEsimn 
Gum Laude 
KATHLEEN MARGARET TucicER 
Summa Gum Laude 
RICHARD JUDSON Twoiiy 
BRUCE VAN NORMAN 
MARcIA MARIE WALDEON 
Magma Gum Laude 
BRUCE JAMES WALKER 
LILA ELIZABETH WALKER 
MARY SUSAN WALSH 
EDWARD FRANCIS WARD, JR. 
DONALD MICHAEL WHITING 
Gum Laude 
THOMAS ALBERT Wm"ru 
Magma Gum Laude 
COLLEEN SUE Wmrrz 
CECILIA CLAIRE WILDCREN 
Fmcr RICHARD WILLIAMS 
JACK RICHARD WILSGABD 
JACK R. WILSON 
SAMYA ANNE WnsoN 
JANICE ANNE WirrE 
PATRICIA EDWINA YOUNG 
BsiwARA AGNES ZACH 
Summa Gum Laude 
THERESA MARIE ZIPP 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
ROBERT D. ALEXANDER 
Magma Gum Laude 
ANTHONY PAUL Bi.ozINsIa 
Magma Gum Laude 
JEAN MARY CARNEY 
Gum Laude  
FRANCIs CIIArI. CoRE 
LARRY L. DEFaCE 
DONALD RALPH DEMATrEIS 
SUSAN DOLORES DENMAN 
Summa Gum Laude 
JOSEPH D. Frrrmum  
PATRICK: ALBERT FLEECE 
Gum Laude 
JAMES DONALD FBIT'LEN 
Magma Gum Laude 
LEWIS MICHAEL HANEY 
DoNALD R. HEFFERN 
Tiniy STEVE J0RNsEINE 
PAUL REXFORD KYNEII, JR. 
GERALD JoSEPH LACAVA 
Gum Laude 
MIcHAJII. LAWRENCE LEGRAND 
Ciwuzs FpzDEmcK LLEBENTRrIT 
WILLIAM ANTHONY MADDEN 
ROBERT JoHN MADIGAN 
MIcHia. PHILIP MCLAUGHLIN 
JAMES WILLIAM McNEU. 
JoIu. GEORGE MENGES 
STEpHEN RICIIAIW MORAN 
Magna Gum Laude 
GLEN Louis Muuiiy 
HERBERT LLOYD PACE 
CARROL LYNN PEASE 
Gum Laude 
ROBERT PEIUGO 
JoHN GREGORY PosEL 
KATHLEEN HERBEB SCHOR 
RENALDO F1IEDSaUcK Scimrrr 
SANDRA O'NEIL SMITH 
PHILIP VINCENT VONPHUL, II 
JOHN EDWARD WARD 
GERHAJW JOSEF WABMUTH 
EDWARD ARTHUR WEGMAN 
GRECORY Pmup WILLIAMS 
Gum Laude 
JoHN JoSEPH WILLIAMS 
BACHELOR OF SCiENCE IN HOME ECONOMiCS 
PATRICIA E. GilL 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN MEDiCAL RECORDS 
MARY EUZABErH BoorriE ELAINE AIN Hmix KAY ELAINE STAUmR 
JoAN MARIE CARui'Er. KAsEN ANNE JOHNSON MARY KATHEIUNE WASLEY 
CAROL ANN Cuncio EVELYN JACQUELINE LEE NAJcY EUZABETH WXAvER 
JEWELL DIAKE MARILYN FIscHER NOE DONNA JEAN WILDE  
CAnoLEE Joy EDMONDS 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN MEDiCAL SECRETAPLIAL SCiENCE 
PAULE1TE MAIVE BiiNic NANcY PATRICIA CANs0N DUBRELL MURIEL MAIIE LArvfuA 
JANr KAy Di.y Jurnm KAY HORNER MrrsuE M. MuIIAsmGE 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN MEDiCAL TECHNOLOGY 
CAMILLE MARY Buiuows ELLEN M. CONROY Jou.A MARIE FosTER 
Musm CrIoo-DuEN CHANG CAROLYN JEAN CRISTELLI JOANNE MMUE KENDLE 
BACHELOR OF SCiENCE IN GENERAL SCIENCE 
Krn ANTHONY En.i 	 ROBERT HAROLD HEGASflN 	 Miciii SztPIIEN McCoy 
AimniB ROBERT Eius 	 DANIEL WALTER MAHoNEY JOHN Hoxm SUTCLIFFE 
GEORGE JAMES GABMA HERMAN JOSEPH MARcmi, JR. 	RONALD Roy TAYLOR 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN MILITARY SCIENCE 
MIcHAEL DuANE DouGiEEwn 	ROGER Biuiou SMrm 	 ANTHONY ROBERT Vxvow 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN NATURAL SCiENCE 
ANDIHAS C. P. Asxis1t1oPouLOs 
ROBERT MAYNARD Bucx 
MIIACBos YAMBAO CABILD0 
LINDA JEANNE CABBAL 
ALEXANDER COLEMAN  
JOHN EA1u. DouR 
DEaiz M. T. Dunuy 
DAN EVAN ENSLOW 
THOMAS R. G.tBRL 
LEONARD C. HASELMAN 
Gum Laude 
JAcK R. HEALEY 
CHARLES MALCOM OWEN 
Gum Laude  
DAVID Eisr PABvrr 
JohN EDWARD PEYTON, JR. 
FRANK JOSEPH BEIGRMANN 
Gum Laude 
STUART EDWARD TRENIioum 
MARY CATHERINE Twomc 
School of Commerce and Finance 
PAUL A. VOLPE, Pn.D., Dean 
BACHELOR OF COMMERCiAL SCIENCE 
J4Es M. AcroR 
ALFRED MIcIL1 AMUNDSEN 
Roy Aiuitw ANGEVINE 
EDWIN H. BAINTER 
Kirii Louis BA1cHEIo 
JAMES Huwr BARNES 
CHARLES Roy BuImoLolw 
MIcHAJIL NoRNmli BERRs 
Magna Gum Laude 
RICHARD EDWARD BEREY 
RALPH RICHARD BoYER 
ROBERT LER Boas, JR. 
WiLLIAM FIIANcIs BIuIy 
GAIlY PAUL BRINSON 
CLARICE MAY BROZOVICH 
GARY MICHAEL BEUMBAUGH 
KAREN HAMMERsCHMITH BRYANT 
Magna Gum Laude 
CA11ios JEROME CABULONC 
BUIANcIAC 
THOMAS JOSEPH CAIN 
ThoMAs A. CAMPAGNA 
WIWAM Ciws CAMPBELL 
THOMAS PATRICK CANTWELL 
GARY ALLEN ANTHONY CAPPS 
THEODORE DuAINE CARL 
B5.&TRICE MARIE CARPENTER 
WARDELL CHISHOLM, JR. 
SANEIUr Ki CHRISTENSEN 
Jomr HARThEY Cmmcii 
EDWARD L. Couit 
Joøx C. CoMBs 
WILLIAM MARTIN COUDEN  
DELBERT LEE COUGHLrN 
PATRICIA MARIE CUDA 
BENJAMIN R. DAnxo 
DAJUIYI.. GEoRGE DAVID 
FirERicK Annnml DAVIS 
FIIANK ANTHONY DEBERNARDI 
RIcaAIW JOSEPH DEMARmI 
DANIEL JoHN DEMPSEY 
FABIAN JOSE DIAs 
MICHAEL ChIARr.is DoNomiE 
DouGlAs EUGENE DoWDY 
Phatri. MARShALl.. Dom 
JOSEPH DENMAN DUBUQUE 
HARou STANLEY EDWARDS 
DAVID R. Ews 
PATRICK WImAM FANNmTG 
DAVID JolIN FICK 
J. DAN FIomTo, JR. 
Roy JOSEPH FLOBES 
WruL&r ARNOLDFowL.ER 
JoANNE G. Fox 
KENNETH JOHN Fuu..sn 
LAWRENCE ROBERT FULTON 
DAVID MICHAEL GAFFNEY 
EDWARD JOSEPH GERAGHTY 
Cii.iu..ss EDWARD GIUIGAN 
MARY FiCEs Hi..m 
THoMAs MIGIARL. HANSES 
K0Icm PAm.. HASHIMOTO 
WILLIAM EDWARD HIGGINs 
CiIEsrv.a F. HOIXSON 
DANIE.!. EARL HOFFA 
Gum Laude 
ROBERT WILLIAM HoGA.r.T 
Nim. FinEIuCK HOLMAN 
RAYMOND AIcrIIoNY HONSBERGER 
JOSEPH CHAMBERLAIN HowARD, JR. 
ROBERT Louis INMAN 
JOHN MICHAEL JEWErr 
EDWARD MARTIN JOHNSON 
ROBERT EMMEXr KinK 
PAUL ARTHUR KLEIN 
WILLIAM JOSEPH KoRL, III 
JOHN ALAN KEAVITE 
Gum Laude 
FimuEmcx WIWAM Ktm..czycxi 
Rox:uno KunsmCE 
ALAN JOHN LAMSEK 
TAD WILLARD LANE  
IVAN W. LAWyER 
MARIE LOUISE LEGAZ 
STEVEN CLAYTON LnIm 
GERALD Rxcm LII5TEE 
GEORGE JOSEPH LEVAR 
FREDERICK ERI.INc LoGAN 
RALPH Huco LOVELAND  
DAVID ALLEN LUM 
MIaiL L. MA.nERnT 
PATRICK BRUCE MAXWELL 
JAMES MICHAEL McCoy 
EDWIN JOSEPH MCCULLOUGH, Jn. 
MICHAEL EDWARD MCDONALD 
JAMES PATRiCK McEuioY 
Magna Cum Laude  
EUGENE THOMAS McGa.&ni 
Cum Laude 
MIcHAEl.. MARms MCHUGH 
C. RUSSELL MCK1NNEY, Jn. 
A. VICroR MENEZES 
DONALD JOSEPH MERLINO 
JOHN WILLIAM MILNOE 
J. Aiwiuw MORRISON 
JEROME EDWARD MyLEr 
DARRELL LIIR0Y NELSON 
LEROY MATIHEW NrzNIx 
WiLuf CLARK O'BIURN 
JAMES LEO O'CONNELL 
GARY MELVIN OCI)EN 
LARRY A. OTTELE  
Wiwi DOUGLAS PARKER 
GEORGE PATEOVIcH 
H. Doucis PrITMAN 
JEROME DONALD PLESKO 
MARY AI,N REISINGER 
GEIt&r..r A. RiCHARDSON 
WILLIAM JOSEPH hECK 
FIIANX HARRISON RUSCH 
DANIEL BURTON SARGENT 
JEFFREY MICHAEL SCHBEINER 
PETER WILLIAM SHEA 
HOWARD L. SUENSON 
JOHN JOSEPH SHEPHARD, JR. 
MIcIIARL VINCENT SIEMI0N 
GAIL ALEXANDER SINClAIR 
Gm L. SNOOK 
DONALD MICHAEL SOMMEBS 
RONALD JOSEPH SouEBS 
JASIT.s R. STAMEY 
JANins ROGER S11IPIIENs 
GARY JOSEPH STOLLIDAY 
WILLIAM JACKSON TAYLOR 
ROBERT W. TmnEN 
MARPIN JOSEPH T0NEIl 
Mxcmi.. JoHN Tuiil 
ANTHONY RALPH V1TALE 
DENNIS LEO WALnocic 
THOMAS JoHN WEINDL 
DAVID L. Wrrr 
RicIiAIw GLENN WoHLEBS 
WILLIAM ConNELrus WRIGHT 
LAWRENCE YANIAvm& 
Jom.i L. ZANATrA 
School of Education 
Wriu S. FouNrAUN, ED.D., Dean 
BACHELOR OF ARTS IN EDUCATION 
Euz..REm Pmu.ips Aiq& EvA SYBIL GoMEZ CAROL ANN M0ERGEII 
Gum Laude MARCELLA P. Gos JuUE ANN MoRIN 
SYLVIA MACMILLAN ANDERSON Cum Laude MABYANN MomussEY 
ROBERT JoSEPH BABBrIT ANNE MAIIY GREELY MARY ELIZABETh O'BRIEN 
CHERYL LouisE BI.ANCHABD Cum Laude Gum Laude 
MARY LORRAINE BRowN JEANNE ELAINE HEINTZMAN THoIAs Cu O'CoNNEu 
SUsAN ANNE BROWN (SR. JEANINE MARIE, F.C.S.P.) CAROLINE JIiNE O'SHAUGHNESSY 
RODNEY JERorE BRUNELLE Gum Laude Gum Laude 
RoSE-MARIE NOEM1E BUXTON ROBERT KELLER HERNESS LINDA DoRoThY PARAIns 
MARGARET LoUISE BYENE RALPH H. HEYWARD Magna Gum Laude 
PAMELA LouISE CAPUTo KIr.rIEm ROBERT HaL PAUL JohN PIVAL, Jn. 
SHELTON CHOW Wrur.& JuNE Ho MARY JEAN PRAHL 
LORNA MAIuE Con3uRN MARILYN LEANNE HOLSTEIN JANTY MARIE RFAGEN 
(Sismn MARIE EMILE, F.C.S.P.) Magna Gum Laude Gum Laude 
Gum Laude STEPHEN CLAm HuIntB JAMES D. ST. JoRN 
NANCY ANN CoLE MARY PATRICIA JAMES Orro JOSEPH SCHMAHL 
Gum Laude SAiIAiI ANN JULLION SACRIKO SHIMOOKA 
DOMENICA ANN CUNNINGHAM MIChAEL JoSEPH KANE Gum Laude 
LYNNE Eumm Cuirns NANcY Jr..N KzLLEY PAUL VERNON SIIVA 
Gum Laude MIQtI. L. KEPLER DAVID A. SILVERMAN 
MARILYN ANNIE DALTON CIIAms DAVID KmxE1 Gum Laude 
JAMES HENRY DEJARNArr, JR. FRANK DAVID LAFAZIA, JR. KATHRYN SUSAN SMrnI 
JEANNE MARIE DOFELMLER JUDITH ANN LAUNCEFORD Gum Laude 
MICHAEL EDWARD DONAHUE JANICE A. LEACH JOHN K. TOMITA 
JOHN JosEPH DOUGHERTY, JR. ROSE MARY LU-FZENEERGER DONNA MARIE Tom'px 
MARY ANN DuM0ND CAROL ANN MACUIBE RICHARD WILLIAM TUBNEY 
Gum Laude RICHARD CLI'r MAIUOTLI RICHARD C. VAN STRALEN  
SIGRID M4UUA ENDRESEN PATRICIA ANN McAuLnm GREGORY DEAN VEEMILLION 
MARIANNE TERESA FINK MARY PATRICIA McIulArrhI GRETCHEN GRACE VOGEL 
SHARON LOUISE FolrnINDmuiY Magna Gum Laude JoNE MARIE WAGNER 
PATRICIA ANN FRANCELLO DUNCAN STUART MCNAR Summa Gum Laude 
TERRY RAY FRENCH ROBERT LEE Maiiou...&ND CONSTANCE HELENE WALNER 
EDwAJW J. GAUAcHER, JR. SHEILA ANNE MIRANTE JAMES RALPH Wm'rciwr 
KAREN FRANCES GAZABIX 
Gum Laude 
BAGHELOR OF EDUCATION 
JANirr MAIUE ARMSTRONG SUSAN MARIE CHEEREEG SHARON AicNE Fiiuus 
SHIRLEY JANE ASHBY PAULA MAE CHINN NOEL MARIE Fri-ci-i 
BARBARA JEAN ASH= BEVERLY MAE DELONC KAjuN ELLEN Foiw 
ANN MURIEL. BABBERIs Gum Laude PHYLLIS JEAN CANOE 
DIANE JOAN B0URQUE KAmi.IIIIN TERESA DoNonoR (SR. M. JOAcIm, O.P.) 
CABMEL MARiE BRONSON ROSEMARY EASTER JANE MARY C1IAFrON 
KATERI D. BROW EILEEN MARUM ECAN SEAirHA GREEN 
KATHRYN ANI'TE Buixi*iw JOSEPH FRANCIS EGAN BmmA MAJUE HALLQUIST 
MOLLY ELAINE CARNES PATRICIA MAY ELEY JERI CAROLYN HARRIS 
Gum Laude (SR. J0SEPIIA M, F.C.S.P.) PATRICIA F. HOFFMAN 
MARY ELIZABETH CARsoN DANIEl. PATRICK FALuIELI.. K.&REN ANN HOLLOWAY 
LINDA L. CERNE MARY Ei ZA.BEnI FEENY KKnJERINE LOUISE INGRARAM 
Gum Laude Gum Laude 
CLNJD ALLAN JoHNsoN, JR. 
CALvmI DAVID JoNis 
KATHLEEN ANN KEELEY  
THoMAS J. KELLEHER 
KAREN LEE KEROLA 
ENA S. KINSLEY 
MARYAm. KNIGHT 
PATRIcIA ANN KoRSEN 
CLAUDIA MARCELLA KogrEcxA  
MARNIE B. KIIEILKAMP 
DIANA LYNN KUKLENSKI 
STANLEY T. KURIHARA  
JOSEPH F. LABASAN 
HARRY Tnos LAMBRO 
M4uy PATRICIA LARSON 
Sismi MARY PAULA LEATHEM, C.S.J. 
MARGARET M. LIcIrrER 
ELIZABETH BERAN LINDBERG 
SHEiur Jo LUNDBERG MARY ALICE Rochl.sia PLESHA 
Gum Laude MILTON V. PRiCE 
ANNE MARION MALONEY MARcAIr EuN RYAN 
BsslNIcE COLEEN MAYDEW SHARON ANN Ss..MO'ro 
PATRICIA ANNE MCCARTHY Gum Laude 
SUSAN E. McWAL1m NANCY ADI)ELYN SCHRAMM 
B4UUIARA LEE, MEYERS NANCY EUZABEnI SMITH 
BABIi.4JIA COLLEEN Mum'irr RAYMOND M. SMiTH 
KATIU.EEN MARIE NIELSEN TERESE KATHRYN SMITH 
KATHLEEN JANE NIMS MARY KEENAN SPrEEs 
Cpu.. TERESA LouiSE NORTH NANCY MARLENE TABABoCHIA 
Jurnm LouisE No1sEE ANNE TouRHL 
DoRorIw A. O'BIUEN FRANcES JoAN VANDEEZICIrr 
Gum Laude KniEmNE EuZABrii WAiun 
PATRICK WM. O'BRIEN PATRICIA EuN WmTR 
SUSAN KA O'BIUEN LINDA ELIZABETH WrIT 
GENEVA CARoLiNE PACE RE'iti Aris WOROCH 
KAnu.iiN RAY PAYTON 
School of Engineering 
DAVID W. Scmoauii, PH.D., Dean 
BACHELOR OF SCiENCE IN CIViL ENGINEERiNG 
GEORGE EDWARD FIES 	 KARL Louis Kuiirz 	 ROBERT DouGLAs TuJiNER 
Magna Gum Laude FIIANK PAUL NABUSCH 	 ANTHONY ROBERT VivoLo 
BERNARD PAUL KNoLL 	 JOHN HOX1E SUTCLIFFE Tuo&s Fit.xI1N WasoN 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ELECTR1AL ENGINEERING 
GERALD LAWRENcE Bosi 
Gum Laude 
JoHN MIcJLu CzAR 
Gum Laude 
ROBERT SItPnRN DALTON 
JoHN EDWARD EHRENBERG 
Magna Gum Laude 
RUDOLPH JOSEPH FRANJC 
ROBERT HAROLD FIEGAMIN 
Joimr F. HEUBY 
Magna Gum Laude 
Ku A. LANZ 
SnpaErc Emc LUNDQUIST 
Gum Laude 
DANIEL WALTER MAHONEY 
FREDERICK JAMES MCKINNON 
LEONARD P. MURRAY 
JoHN D. Piixs 
JAMES E. RAIsIO 
Magna Gum Laude 
JOSEPH PAUL REICHLIN 
JnsrY WILLIAM RICE 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN MECHANICAL ENGiNEERING 
MATHEWS M. AZHEKAXATE JAMES RIcilAiw JouN RIchARD EDDY STUTH 
CBA1uI.s R. BARI)Y HAROLD J. MEYER, JR. WILLIAM RALPH TAYLOR 
MAumcE CA.uwEu. RUSSELL JOSEPH MuExowsIa Magna Gum Laude 
RAYMoND K. H. CourulIE Pnu.ri' CHAPLIN NUTTING WILLIAM BENE VERMEIBE 
MICHAEL DUANE DoUGhERTY ROGER PHILLIP O'MAHEN AMBROSE WING TuCK WONG 
JAMES ERwIN HARRISON PAUL V. PrEYnoMoNAco 
School of Nursing 
SISTER MARY Rum, O.P., M.En., Dean 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN NURSiNG 
MARY BARBARA ARNOLD 
(SR. M. PAULA, F.C.S.P.) 
ANDREA GAIL BAHLAY 
MAiin CLARISSE BELANCEB 
(SR. M. DOLORA) 
BARBARA ANN BENESCR 
MARGAREr A. BESTE 
MARY LORETrA CHAISSON 
SrE1'HAIrrE HELEN CHANDLER 
Sxsmi M. FRANCIS JoSEPH 
CLAvIN, O.S.F. 
MARY ELLEN CONLIN 
(SR. JoAN MARIE, S.S.A.) 
SISTER MARY FRANCENA DODD, C.S.J. 
KARIN JoYCE DUFAULT 




PATRICIA Rum FLINCUBAUGH 
Gum Laude 
ROSEMARY ANN FBERJC 
LoirrrA LEONE HANIUIC 
Lois CAROL Hui. 
KATHLEEN MARIE JOHNSTON 
PATRICIA ANNE KBESEIC 
MANY ANN Kurcz 
CATHERINE MARIE LAMB 
NANCY ANN LAMBE 
SIi.&oN CATHERINE LEVESQUE 
JOANNE LOUISE MANcow 
ROSE ANNA MAnn 
(SR. M. HELEN, C.S.J.) 
JUDY CAMILLE MAsco 
(Sism JOSEPHINE, F.C.S.P.) 
SLY ANN MCDONALD 
JoAN M. MCGUmE 
MANY ANNE MCGUIBE 
Dowius jsn MTT-T ER  
SHIRLEE ANN Mrrrs 
ANN EtizAnErn NEUPERT 
ANGELINE VON FUCHS NoBLE 
CAROL MAIHE NYsTE0M 
MARGARET ANN PARRY 
(SR. M. MARCIANNE, C.S.J,) 
JUDITH KAY PETERSEN 
CAROL ANN PEnasimsJcy 
MARIE THEBESE SAROu1UN 
(SR. LUcIEN, F.C.S.P.) 
Summa Gum Laude 
PxuscmLI. ROSE Sciiorr 
KKrxIE1UNE AGNEs SMJTH 
(Sn. KATHERINE MAnn, F.C.S.P.) 
JANIs ANN Tm., 
MARY ELLEN TROY 
MAJu'IIA ANN TsCIIAuI1 
JEANNE KAY VANDEBERC 
(SR. LENOXIA, F.C.S.P.) 
MARY Bmi WESTERVELT 
MARcAIur MARY WHELAN 
(SR. M. JOSEPH MARGABEr, O.S.F.) 
Dnci ArNE WiiLIA.ts 
MARGARET J. WILLIAMS 
Rum BEATRIcE YAMADA 
Sux MARIE ZEHM 
(SR. ROSALEEN MARIE, F.C.S.P.) 
DOROTHY MAJUE ZIn 
(SR. FBANQCscA, O.S.B.) 
College of Sister Formation 
Sismi MANY GEORCEITA, F.C.S.P., PH.D., Acting Dean 
BACHELOR OF ARTS NON-CLASSICAL 
RAcHEL AoOsrA 
(SR. JUANA, F.C.S.P.) 
Gum Laude 
JUDITH ANN BABBITr 
(SR. M. JUUAN, O.P.) 
BONNIE MARIE BElIER 
(SR. M. LEONAEDINE, C.S.J.) 
JUDITH ANN BYRON 
(SR. M. ROBERT, O.P.) 
FRANCES FLORA CAPPA 
(SR. M. FLORA, F.C.S.P.) 
MARGARET ANNE CRAwFOIW 
(Sn. MARGARET ROSE, F.C.S.P.) 
BERNADINECECILIA GAMACHE 
(Sn. ANN BEnlwINE, F.C.S.P.) 
ANNABELLE SUZANNE HART 
(SR. THERESE ANITA, F.C.S,P.) 
MARY MARGARET HOBAN 
(Sn. M. MANTn, C.S.J.) 
Gum Laude 
ARIEDEE DAWN JoNES 
(Sn. An MAnm, F.C.S.P.) 
RosAliE CAROL Loc.n 
(SR. ANGEUCA, F.C.S.P.) 
Magna Gum Laude 
MARY ALICE Miun 
(SR. ANNA CATHERINE, F.C.S.P.) 
DOROTHY NANJOBE 
(Sn. TIIEREZA OF AvUA, D.M.)  
ANDREA CiRE NENZEL 
(Sn. M. ANnEA, C.S.J.) 
Summa Gum Laude 
ANNEA PAULINE NICHOLSF,N 
(SR. ANNEA PAULINE, F.C.S.P.) 
HELENA AroIrIT RIORDAN 
(Sn. TEnnsrrA MARIE, F,C.S.P.) 
BARBARA Rosi ScHAMBEB 
(Sn. BARBARA ROSE, F.C.S.P.) 
DOROTHY ANN SMART 
(Sn. J0EUA, F.C.S.P.) 
MAnJORIE E1.AIN'E TBsxEI.. 
(Sn. DOROTHY ROSE, F.C.S.P.) 
SHIBLEY ANN WAITE 
(Sn. EILm CEcIU.k, F.C.S.P.) 
The Graduate School 
REv. Louis Gti, S.J., Pu.D., Dean 
MASTER OF ARTS 
WILLIAM LErni ADAm 
	
MABLYN SEAMAN D0AN 	 WILLIAM JOHN LEWIS, C.S.B. 
EDwARD Roy BIuorn.rE DANHL G. DoNomm 
MASTER OF ARTS IN EDUCATION 
MARGARET Punvis MUNSEN  Sismn AGNEs PozER, C.S.J 
WILLIAM LER RoIiwI 
EDWARD UNDER STEPHANY 
MASTER OF EDUCATION 
Wmw G. ARSorr 
Jomr 0. AHRNSBRAX 
ROBERT LEROY BARNES 
MARY FIw.rcEs BAIuy 
BIcEAlin EMMONS BENNEI-r 
JOHN THAcEEI BIxE 
ROBERT GEORGE BI.oMsrER 
Vxorzr V. CALtiwELL BRooKS 
LAURA JAXE BRUCE 
HARRISON LYNN CALDWELL 
GLEN CARSoN 
L. L. CHRISTIANSON 
Sisitii M. JEANNE ROSE CODD 
Mutcuiaum MAaY CosTElLo 
KENNETH C. Donsrr 
ESLYN JoSEPH DRUMMOND 
KENNETH LEO Fmui 
LARRY LEE GRIFFITH 
Fiws HEI1rr HARTUNG 
RusEL CHARLES HAUSE 
PEABLE LouisE HAWLEY 
R. WANRRN HEBER 
CiiARLEs ROBERT HOUGH 
DONALD WALTER HuLTGREN  
E. LEROY JEFFERY 
DONALD JOHN KNEY 
HELEN LOUISE LACER 
EDwARD DELBERT LARSON 
JoAN Rum LEII3LY 
JAMES EDwARD MA.i.l.OY 
JOHN Piu MCADAM 
JOHN L. Mns 
MARY ANN Muzun 
ROBERT HENRY NIEGEMANN 
JEROME WALTER NORUM 
THOMAS Tu.DDEus O'BRIEN 
RIcIIAIW THOMAS O'LEARY 
Sriu.. ANNETTE O'Rouiw 
GEORGE W. PEARSON 
DOROTHY JANE PorcD 
Mxciizi D. RrrciI 
HAROLD K. SEvn) 
TOM EDWARD SHEEHAN 
SISTER M. ANTONINA STORMS, F.S.P.A. 
DONALD RAYMOND SWANSON 
RIcIIAJW LER TAYLOR 
CHARLEs ROBERT TENPAS 
MARILYN GRACE VOLWILER 
Rum ELIZABETH WATSON 
STANLEY A. Wna.uNo 
FIIAxuN RuDOuH WIIAsPm 
JEANETrE WiIAsPm 
SUE Mruon ZIMBEICK 
CHARLES JOSEPH ZUBER 
MASTER OF SCiENCE IN NATURAL SCIENCE 
DONALD WALKER ALEXANDER 	FRED JAPPE 	 BROTHER EDWARD L. Rocis, F.S.C.H. 
LEE HERBERT FoI.sOM 	 ROBERT GERARD LYNCH, S.J. 	MARY FRANCES WRITE 
DALE STEWART FROST BROTHER GEORGE MAITHEW (SR. M. STEPHEN, O.P.) 
EucoRS ANN HENDRICKSON 	 MASA, S.M. 
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING 
SAM S. CoI.0MB0 
	
DONALD Wmmo Focc 	 DOUGLAS Aiimun Ross 
Fiwcis C. Doucrs JAMES PATRICK GRADY KENNETH LARRY WHITE 
MASTER OF SCiENCE IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING 
RONALD JOSEPH DELISON 	 KNErR L. D0BSON 	 Joinc ANTHONY NOBBtTrAS 
Charge to the Graduates 
In response to a special charge which will be given to them by Very Reverend John A. Fitterer, S.J., President 
of Seattle University, the graduates will recite in unison the following pledge: 
WITH A SOLEMN SENSE OF RESPONSIBILiTY / I PLEDGE MYSELF / TO HOLD MY DEGREE / AS A 
SACRED TRUST / WITH UNTARNISIIED HONOR TO MYSELF / IN GENEROUS LOYALTY TO ALMA 
MATER / AND WITH FIDELITY TO MY FELLOW MEN / TO MY COUNTRY I AND TO MY GOD. 
Comm iss ions 
Second Lieutenant, U. S. Army Reserve 
The candidates will be presented by 
COLONBL ROBERT A. MATrER 
JUNE 1966 
James M. Davis, Adjutant General Corps 
Michael F. Deacy, Military Police Corps 
*Del J. Dempsey, Adjutant General Corps 
Michael D. Dougherty, Corps of Engineers 
°Martin C. Eltrich, Jr., Signal Corps 
Patrick W. Fanning, Armor 
Daniel P. Farrell, Armor 
'Terry R. French, Transportation Corps 
Thomas R. Gabel, Chemical Corps 
'George Garma, infantry 
'George C. Herion, Ordnance Corps 
'Charles D. Kirkey, infantry 
'Joseph F. Labasan, Quartermaster 
Gerald R. Lester, Adjutant General Corps 
Andrew P. McClure, Medical Service Corps 
James M. McCoy, Signal Corps 
'Eugene T. McGrath, Artillery 
°Raymond M. Smith, infantry 
'Roger B. Smith, Artillery 
'Donald E. Sovie, Signal Corps 
Gary J. Stolliday, Transportation Corps 
'Richard A. Strophy, Transportation Corps 
John E. Sutcliffe, Corps of Engineers 
'Anthony R. Vivolo, Corps of Engineers 
William C. Wright, Signal Corps 
'Lawrence Yamaura, Artillery 
Fred R. Williams, Artillery 
'Distinguished Military Graduate 
The commissions will be tendered by 
MAJOR GENEBAL A. S. COI..uNs, JR. 
Commanding General, Fourth infantry 
Division, and Fort Lewis, Washington 
AUGUST 1965 
Joseph J. Bertagnolli, Ordnance Corps 
Carlos J. C. Bumanglag, Signal Corps 
'John Earl Doub, Ordnance Corps 
'Nathan L. Geraths, Medical Service Corps 
'Davis A. Lum, Armor 
'John Frank Reda, Armor 
DECEMBER 1965 
'John F. Baisch, HI, Ordnance Corps 
James L. O'Connell, Ordnance Corps 
'Daniel E. Staber, Jr., Artillery 
MARCH 1966 
'Richard D. Baker, Jr., Ordnance Corps 
'John C. Combs, Artillery 
Jack R. Healey, Signal Corps 




KATHLEEN MARGA1E'r TucEn 
Awarded to the graduating senior who has maintained the highest scholarship throughout four years. 
BiSHOP SHAUGHNESSY MEDAL 	 BAin& Acs ZACH 
In memory of the Most Reverend Gerald Shaughnessy, S.T.D., former Bishop of Seattle 
Awarded to the graduating senior who has achieved outstanding grades in Theology and Philosophy. 
PROFESSOR EMERITUS 
Seattle University, in sincere and grateful acknowledgment of a lengthy and dedicated career of service 
to the University and its students, is pleased to confer the rank of Professor Emeritus on the following: 
Js B. McCoumcK, S.J. 	 EUNiCE A. SPENCER 
Education (1931) 	 Assistant Librarian (1945) 
Academic Costume 
The caps, gowns and hoods universally worn by faculties and candidates for degrees at graduating 
exercises are a costume dating back to the Twelfth Century. In medieval days the scholars were clerics; the 
buildings were cold; capes and hoods were required for warmth, and robes of scholars were similar to the 
cassocks of the clerics. 
In the course of years of development, caps with tassels have replaced capes for the head covering, the 
hooded cape has been modified into the present hood, and the gowns with long flowing sleeves have been 
redesigned to indicate the character of the degree of the wearer. In 1893, a student movement in the United 
States endorsed academic apparel as overcoming awkwardness and difference in dress at graduation exercises 
and resulted in a standardization of academic costume in this country. 
The Intercollegiate Code, adopted in 1895, recognizes three styles of gowns: a bachelor's gown, a master's 
gown, and a doctor's gown. The differences in these gowns are mainly in the cut and shape of the sleeves and 
in the trimming. Hoods are also recognized for each of the above degrees and vary in shape, size and length. 
The shell of the hood matches the black material of the gown, and is lined with the color or colors of the 
institution conferring the degree. The velvet bordering of the hood is of a color indicative of the field of 
learning to which the degree pertains. The Oxford cap, proper for all degrees, is worn both indoors and outdoors 
with academic costume. The tassel, worn over the left eye once the degree is conferred, is also symbolic of 
the degree and conforms to the code of colors for hood trimming. Prior to the actual conferring of the degree 
the tassel is worn over the right eye. Holders of doctor's degrees are entitled to wear a gold tassel. The tassel of 
a bachelor's degree indicates the field in which the degree is granted. The color for each field of learning follows: 
Arts and Letters White 
Theology and Divinity Scarlet 
Laws Purple 
Philosophy Blue 
Science Golden Yellow 
Medicine Green 
Dentistry Lilac 
Veterinary Science Gray 
Library Science Lemon 
Education Ice Blue 
Forestry Russet 
Commerce and Finance Olive Drab 
Engineering Orange 
Nursing Apricot 
Physical Education Sage Green 
Agriculture Maize 
Fine Arts 	 Brown 	 Economics 
Music 	 Pink 
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